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THE VIEW FROM SOUTH TEA

REFLECTIONS ON AN UNUSUAL YEAR

As we look ahead to the day in the not-too-distant future when we’ll all be back together again, we’re thankful for the kindness and support
of our wonderful Tamakwa community during these challenging times. by diane bald and michael budman

F

or many of us, 2020
was a unique opportunity to learn about
ourselves and one another.
It gave us time to reflect
on what matters in our
lives and what might not
be as important as we once
thought. We saw so many
rise up to face unprecedented challenges and we heard
voices that have been quiet
for too long brought to the
forefront.
Camp’s leadership team
took time to look deeply
at some of our practices
to ensure that we’re being
sensitive to and understanding of the diversity of
our community.
We’re fortunate to be
working with Christine
Luckasavitch from Whitney and Maurice Switzer
from North Bay who are
advising us on Indigenous
practices. With their help,
we look forward to making
our rituals and traditions
even more meaningful
and authentic. To that end,
we look forward to starting the 2021 summer with
the development of a land
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acknowledgement, a larger
focus on our natural environment and local heritage, and building a deeper
understanding of what it
means to live in, and take
care of, Algonquin Park.
As you can see in this
issue of the South Tea
Echo, summer on the sunny
shores wasn’t quite the
same without the sounds of
children laughing, singing,
and having fun. However,
without campers, weddings
or school groups, we turned
an unfortunate situation
into a highly productive
work camp, led by our new
director, Les Hartsman.
Les, along with his
wife, Julie, and their son,
Austen, arrived in the
spring, and our other new
director, Jamie Kudlats,
eventually made it up
from North Carolina with
his wife, Ari, and their
son, Toby, about halfway
through the summer. We
were so excited to welcome
back Les and Jamie as our
new directors, and we were
so pleased with their ability
to roll with the punches
during such a strange first
year.
With Les also assuming
the role of construction site
project manager at camp,
we were able to accomplish
projects that a regular
summer would never have
allowed us to complete.
Our 2020 work camp staff
of multi-talented, fine
artisans took great pride in
everything they touched,
restored and built. It was
exciting to watch the transformation.
We can’t wait for you all
to notice the many beautiful improvements the next
time you come to camp.
We’re so proud of what’s
been accomplished and
are forever grateful to Ric,
Libby, David, Stephanie,
Kara, Don, Brendan, Mike,
Aaron, Vanessa, Erin, Phil,
Matt, Bruce, Tanya, Ryan,
Joey, Calvin, Freida, and
Jason and his crew for stepping up and putting their
heart and soul into refreshing camp for campers, staff
and families to enjoy for
years to come.
While they weren’t able
to cross the border to be
with us at camp this past
summer, we also want to
thank Vic and Sue for their
constant support helping us

navigate such an unusual
summer and fall. Eli Winer
has also been a huge asset,
running our various social
media accounts and keeping Tamakwans connected.
In addition, we thank Matt
and Tara for their help
establishing and maintaining the new Tamakwa Tuck
Shop and organizing new
Tamakwa experiences to
come.
We’ve come so very

far, but we’re a work in
progress always looking for
opportunities to improve.
Our co-founders, Lou and
Omer, lived by three founding principles: respect one
another, paddle in unison,
and always leave the campsite better than you found
it. Guided by these principles, we accomplished
many of our goals during
the summer.
Camp is clearly such

a huge part of so many
peoples’ lives. We’ve had
the opportunity to celebrate a lot of birthdays
on Zoom during this past
year (including a milestone
birthday for my husband,
Michael) and we saw so
many families reminiscing
about their camp experiences. Generations of
campers would speak with
youthful glee about their
vivid camp memories.

This really reinforced
to us how the tradition of
camp never really changes
from one generation to the
next. No matter the camp,
the experiences are deeply
rooted in people’s lives,
having profound and lasting effects.
We are so happy that
Tamakwa – and all shared
camp experiences – are
such important parts of
peoples’ lives. As we look
ahead to the day in the nottoo-distant future when
we will all be back together
again, we are thankful for
the kindness and support that our wonderful
Tamakwa community
demonstrated during these
difficult times. Our hearts
go out to those who have
suffered during the past
year. Soon we’ll be greeting
our campers and staff back
on the sunny shores of Tea
Lake. It’s only a few short
months away!
With much love and
gratitude,
Diane and Michael
Owners, Camp Tamakwa

JUST A NORMAL FIRST YEAR
AS DIRECTORS. NO BIG DEAL.

Little could we have imagined what awaited us – and the rest of the world – months after we reported
for duty in our new roles at Tamakwa in the fall of 2019. by les hartsman and jamie kudlats

T

oronto, November
2019: Michael and
Diane called upon a
group of legendary Tamakwans to come together,
brainstorm and celebrate
moving Tamakwa into its
next phase. Vic, Stringer,
Libby and Ric, Bernie
Goldman, and even the
one-and-only Marilyn
Mendelson joined us and
a small group of others to
help jumpstart our tenure
as camp’s newest directors.
We worked hard over
that weekend to reflect,
strategize and dream. We
also couldn’t stop laughing.
All of us being in the same
place together after many
years brought back countless memories of many
shared experiences and
sparked amazing optimism
about what was sure to
come.
Over the next few

months, we met with
families in Detroit and
Toronto and tried as hard
as we could to prepare for
the summer ahead while
getting up to speed on
many operational aspects
of camp. Then, well, we all
know what happened.
Interestingly, all of
the work didn’t come to a
screeching halt right away.
The uncertainty of the first
few months of the pan-

sion didn’t come until May
19!
We were devastated.
We had been so excited
to get back to camp, to do
what we love – giving kids
a camp experience that
would be such a huge, positive part of their lives. We
met with devastated campers and parents over Zoom
and started to think about
what should come next.
Les and his family had left
Toronto to ride out the first
demic had us trying to plan wave of the pandemic up
for an upcoming summer
north and take advantage
that would ultimately never of the opportunity to learn
happen. March through
how camp functions in the
May of 2020 was a blur.
winter and spring. Jamie
Will we? Won’t we? Should and his family remained in
we? Shouldn’t we? If we
North Carolina, wondering
do, how? If we don’t, what
whether they would even
then? As we planned for
get to see camp in his first
multiple scenarios, the pro- year as a director. As with
vincial government made
so many, Zoom meetings,
the call to keep overnight
emails and phone calls
camps closed in Ontario.
dominated the days. It was
Believe it or not, that deciContinued on Page 22
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After spending more than a half-century at Tamakwa, most of that as the camp’s distinguished owner, Senior Director Emeritus VIC NORRIS
sees campers as representing hope that springs eternal

I

n 1979, after eight years
on staff mentored by Lou
Handler (Unca Lou) and
a host of other iconic Tamakwans (including current
Tamakwa owner Michael
Budman), I found myself
camp’s new 28-year-old
director. As John Lennon
once famously said, “Life is
what happens to you when
you’re busy making other
plans.”
That first day seems
like yesterday. After all
the campers arrived and
were greeted by the first
staff group I ever hired, I
proceeded to Main Camp
where everyone was congregated, waiting to enter
the Dining Hall for the season’s inaugural meal. This
was always an endearing
spectacle. Moved by what
I saw before me, I spontaneously invited everyone
to enter the Dining Hall,
yelling out our traditional
“Come annnnnddddd get
it!”
It’s a given – those
first moments of the entire
camp assembled in the
Dining Hall are more than
spirited. Raucous behaviour and pure pandemonium might be a more fitting
description. Cheering and
excitement abounding
from every section of every
age as restlessness from
the trip to Algonquin Park
mixes with the elation of
being finally at camp. No
small task to get everyone
quiet to begin the meal the
‘Tamakwa way.’

I proceeded to the
mic, welcoming everyone
to Tamakwa for the 1979
summer season, without
causing another outburst
of energy (nice try). Scanning the entire dining hall,
seeing beautiful, smiling,
excited campers and staff,
I said, “When I look out
and see all of you beautiful,
young and talented people,
it gives me hope for the
future.”
I meant it. At every
first meal for the duration
of my decades-long tenure
at camp, I repeated this
same message.
As I transitioned to
be one of camp’s owners, I
recall initially feeling like
I had somewhat naively
gotten into the “camp business.” This evolved to a
more poignant feeling of
having gone into the “kids
business.” Over time, I
came to understand and
embrace having gone into
the “people” business.
So much of the tangibles of camp life are
expressed in terms of
activities, programs,
learning new skills, being
adventurous, having fun,
laughing, and socializing
and making lifelong friendships. But the intangibles
– realizing one’s potential;
accomplishing something
new every day; learning to
be respectful and how to
accept and get along with
others; learning to revel in
successes and victories but
learning to accept defeat

and failures, only to set
new goals and try harder
the next time – are more
life-changing.
The intangibles of
this “people business” are
about helping and guiding everyone to reach their
potential and feel good
about themselves and for
others; challenging youths
in a nurturing way outside their comfort zone to
become more confident;

which I perceived to be
widely encompassing, including literally thousands
of Tamakwans who’ve gone
on to be highly successful,
collectively spanning every
field as well as becoming
strong community leaders. Not to make a political
statement, but no one can
deny that recent history –
local, national and global
– has presented terribly
tumultuous, divisive, chal-

lifetime integrated relentlessly striving and seeking
equality for all, fighting for
the “little people,” the forgotten, the powerless, the
discriminated, the weak
and the impoverished. A
constitutional scholar, his
knowledge and legal advocacy made him a force to be
reckoned with on myriad
fronts. What he couldn’t do
himself, he tried to teach
5,000 students as a law

acquiring greater independence and self-esteem;
and developing leadership,
self-empowerment and
greater tolerance. These
are the invaluable intangibles we strive to instill in
generations of Tamakwans.
As I say each year in staff
pre-camp training, “Think
of every interaction with a
child or group as a ‘teachable moment.’ Let’s strive
to build good citizens.”
Diane Bald recently
remarked to me, “Tamakwans are a sturdy bunch,”

lenging, and even horrific
events.
Yet what has emerged,
or shall I say what has been
unleashed, is an incredible energy, and a sense of
mission and activism from
unprecedented numbers
of young people seeking to
redress wrongs, becoming
involved, invested in striving for positive changes,
becoming engaged to
educate and bring about
change.
My father’s mission
and activism during his

professor. He was a fierce
advocate for change but
frequently would say to
me, “Change is not for the
impatient.”
There’s wisdom in
that statement. But today’s
movement by a younger
generation has powerfully
confronted our country
with an activist movement
that cries out, “History is
history, enough with being
patient, the time is now.
Change is needed now. History is upon us. We can do
this. And we will.”

This movement epitomizes good citizenship by
being an active and vested
participant and our best
hope for change, real and
substantial change. I’m
aware of many Tamakwans
who are leaders and active
participants in this new
movement for change. I’m
proud of them. We should
all be.
I’m sure there are
many more who’ve become
engaged and who were
the faces at Tamawka in
my purview each year at
the first gathering in the
Dining Hall when I was
overcome with the feeling
that they provided great
hope for the future.
Hope springs eternal,
as the feeling of hopefulness endlessly renews
itself. Indeed, amidst all
the crises and challenges,
younger people are our
hope, not just for the future
but for today.
On a bit more “micro”
level, there’s also hope
that we’ll be able to once
again reunite on the sunny
shores of South Tea Lake
for the 2021 season and
another enriching Tamakwa summer which our
campers, staff and parents
will likely appreciate more
than ever. Won’t that be the
day! While our campers
and staff will face life challenges as they move on,
camp life is all about living
in the moment and letting
kids do what they do best…
be kids.

THE SUMMER AT A GLANCE
A listing of the many work projects and other initiatives undertaken in the 2020 season
to prepare camp for the future

J U N E
1 Mon. - 5 Fri. – Work crew nears the end of their quarantine
8 Mon. – Put pointers in the lake; Deep clean of the woods
9 Tues. – Removal of wood from TP Hill Cabins
10 Wed. – Office roof gets reshingled
11 Thurs. – Clear out and restock This
12 Fri. – Staff Fire Training with David Stringer
15 Mon. - Clear out office to begin renovation
16 Tues. – New stairs built for Ragged
17 Wed. – Refurbished windows from around camp
18 Thurs. – Clean out of workshop loft
19 Fri. – Staff Rec fridge restoration completed
22 Mon. – Organization and cleaning of camp linens
23 Tues. – Arts and Crafts building reshingled
24 Wed. – Revamping of Staff Rec begins; First 30min Bell on Instagram Live
25 Thurs. – Restoration of Art Room mural completed
26 Fri. – Work on new COVID Protocols for 2021 begins
29 Mon. – Disassembling of the Slope gets underway
30 Tues. – Reshingling of Mr. Lawreance, Ballfield and Authoritarian

J U L Y
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9

Wed. – Canada Day; Staff Training for Working@Heights; 30 Min Bell
Thurs. – Wood chipper arrives
Fri. – Tidy up of the Landsports shed; Organize Music and Recording room
Sat. – Independence Day
Mon. – Dining Hall reshingling completed
Tues. – Picnic tables around camp receive repairs and new paint job
Wed. – Re-sanding of office flooring is completed; 30 Min Bell
Thurs. – Chipping of wood piles at the Ball Field begins
Continued on next page
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J U L Y
10
11
13
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
24
27
28
29
30
31

(continued)

Fri. – Staff First Aid and CPR Training
Sat. – Tamakwastock
Mon. – Painting of canoe dock and Lower Deck completed
Tues. – Jamie’s cabin gets a transformation
Wed. – New flooring installed in Unca and Esta cabins; 30 Min Bell
Thurs. - TP Hill cabin washrooms completed
Fri. – Peter Bailey comes to scout a location for new low rope course
Mon. – New speaker coverings find their place in Dining Hall
Tues. – Massey tractor receives a new paint job
Wed. – Maintenance around Lou’s Point completed; 30 Min Bell
Thurs. – Addition of 3rd Shuffleboard court completed
Fri. – Leveling of Half-Court completed
Mon. – Barge with cedar boards arrive for building the new Slope
Tues. – Piano in Loon Lodge re-tuned and receives a new paint job
Wed. – Boat House cleaning completed; 30 Min Bell
Thurs. – Fire hose boxes repainted
Fri. – Trip Shack inventory completed

A U G U ST

SE P T E M B E R
1 Tues. – Installation of new countertop in office
2 Wed. – 5 Sat. - Tamakwa Doors Open for family visits
7 Mon. – Leveling out of Radio Shack completed
8 Tues. – Makeover of Arts & Crafts completed
9 Wed. – TP Hill cabins completed
10 Thurs. – Sorting of the Clinic completed
11 Fri. – Painting of the Plat-Forum completed
14 Mon. – Bottom of Slope completed
15 Tues. – TSN releases ‘Is This Canada’s Best Summer ODR?’
16 Wed. – Overgrowth clearing completed
17 Thurs. – 18th full garbage bin removed
18 Fri. – Girls Camp cabins receive a strip of colour
19 Sat. – Rosh Hashanah
22 Mon. – Final inventory is taken to prepare for summer 2021
23 Tues. – Office drop ceiling removal completed
24 Wed. – New low ropes course completed
25 Thurs. – Dining Hall gets packed up for the winter
26 Fri. – Renovation on Omer begins
29 Mon. – Pointers stored away for the winter
30 Tues. – Canoe paddles sanded and varnished

3 Mon. – New cedar picnic tables completed
4 Tues.– Half-Court fence gets new paint job
5 Wed.– Art-Deck-O repainted; 30 Min Bell
6 Thurs. – Ladders around camp get handrails
7 Fri. – TP Hill beds painted
10 Mon. – Putt-Putts painted
11 Tues. - Clearing out of stickers from Girls Hill cabins completed; 30 Min Bell
12 Wed. – Swing set painted
13 Thurs. – TP Hill floors painted
14 Fri. – Inventory of the trip canoes completed
17 Mon. – Garbage bins receive new paint job
18 Tues. – Building of new Slope is completed
19 Wed.- 22 Sat. – Tamakwa Doors Open for family visits
24 Mon. – Tamakwa Drive-In Movie Night
25 Tues. – The Schmooze completed
26 Wed. - 29 Sat. – Tamakwa doors open for family visits
31 Mon. – Canoe Dock gets a new shed

MAKING IT COUNT

Despite challenging circumstances, a small group of Tamakwans helped ensure the summer didn’t go to waste
by enhancing camp’s physical state like never before. by vanessa bain

W

ow! What a
season we had
during a most
unusual summer. With
all overnight camps in
Ontario cancelled in late
May due to the pandemic, Tamakwa had to
pivot quickly to make
alternate plans. In the
months leading up to this
change, as Tamakwa’s
new management team,
all of us had been so
excited about our first
year in our new roles. We
had been hoping so much
to hear the laughter and
cheers of children all
summer long, but unfortunately that ship sailed
with the shutdown.
So, what did we do?
In true Tamakwa fashion, we were resourceful
and positive in our thinking as we made lemonade
4

out of a sour situation.
With Les Hartsman at
the helm, our core work
team came together,
proving highly industrious as we took the opportunity to enhance and
refurbish camp like never
before.
Let me count the
ways: We re-roofed
buildings; repaired cabins; built a new Slope;
went through buckets
of green paint; added
colourful stripes to Girls
Hill; restored the mural
in Arts and Crafts; gave
Staff Rec a whole new
look; mended half-court
tennis; renovated the
office; built new cabins
up on TP Hill; emptied,
cleaned and organized
endless cupboards and
activities; and, upgraded
the Dining Hall windows

and lighting. And that’s
without mentioning
countless other smaller
initiatives.
When Ontario moved
to Stage 3 in August,
we invited those able
to visit camp to see the
upgrades firsthand, all
the while respecting the
proper health protocols.
We loved seeing all the
happy campers and their
families, rejoicing at
being back at camp, albeit temporarily. It was a
pleasure to hear laughter
and splashing from the
swim dock and seeing
families kayaking, canoeing and playing tetherball and just generally
deriving great pleasure
from a wide range of
Tamakwa activities. Of
course, we were proud
to draw attention to the

many improvements we
had implemented this
summer.
“Seeing the children
and their families coming
back to their ‘home away
from home’ filled us with
excitement and pride,”
says Les. “We were glad
to show off our hard
work. It almost brought
a sense of normalcy back
to the shores of South
Tea.”
If there was a silver
lining to the pandemic
for Tamakwa, it’s that
we were afforded months
of uninterrupted time to
carry out the renovations
and repairs necessary to

bring the physical state
of camp to a new level.
The small team at
camp over the summer
become a tightly knit
family-like group, united
by a sense of purpose
and a passion for Tamakwa. As happens every
summer, lifelong friendships were forged. We
spent months together,
everyone with the same
goal of making camp
the best it could be for
Summer 2021. We look
forward to having the
whole Tamakwa family
gathered again at camp,
enjoying the fruits of our
labour.
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A LETTER FROM A LONESOME LOON
It wasn’t just Tamakwans who felt the absence of normal camp life on South Tea Lake this summer.

by stuart farber

D

ear Tamakwa,
I have spent every
summer of my life
living on South Tea Lake.
To me, it’s the best lake in
the most beautiful place on
earth. Every summer, my
mom and I would fly back
north to swim in the lake
and bask in the warmth of
the sunny shores.
This year, while I was
on South Tea Lake all
summer, something was
very different and it made
me lonely. In the past, on
most mornings, I woke up
to the clang, clang, clang
of the camp’s bell, just
like you. But this summer,
there wasn’t a bell and I
missed it. Some mornings,
I overslept so late that I
even missed breakfast.
There were lots of other
things I missed that I want
to tell you about and why
I’m lonely.
In the morning, I didn’t
hear the sounds of camp
waking up. I missed the
putt-putts zipping across
the lake and the pop-poppop of the Dippy slowly
bringing David Stringer

to breakfast. I didn’t see
the flags rising above the
trees or hear the national
anthems being sung.
What I really missed
the most was that there
were no kids at Tamakwa.
When camp is alive with

campers, I hear a subtle
roar of voices and activities happening all day long.
I missed seeing canoes,
kayaks, windsurfers and
sailboats piloted by all of
you. There was no slamming of cabin doors or kids

shouting to one another or
laughing together.
I missed the smells of
campfires and cookouts
from camp and all around
the lake. I missed hearing
the roar of the Dining Hall
during meals and singing.

I missed seeing the Slope
filled with people and hearing a Wuf-Wuf, Sam McGee and especially Close
Beside Tamakwa’s Waters
as, in normal times, I try to
sing along, too.
So Tamakwans, I miss

THEY SHOOT, THEY SCORE

all of you and hope to see
you back at camp next
summer, so I won’t be
lonely. Until then, May the
great camper be with all of
you.
Your Friend,
The Lonesome Loon

Tamakwa’s hockey facility has witnessed many great moments but nothing like this summer’s visit of TSN’s beloved BarDownskis.

I

f you’re looking for one
of the best ODRs in
Canada, look no further
than Camp Tamakwa. Now,
perhaps you’re among the
uninitiated and scratching your head, wondering
what the heck ODR stands
for. In this case, take note
that ODR isn’t an initialism
for Output Data Rate or
Online Dispute Resolution.
Far more pertinent to our
reality, it stands for Out
Door Rink.
Apparently, Tamakwa
has one of the best ones
around, dubbed approvingly “Hockey Island” by
the BarDown team at TSN
(The Sports Network).
If you aren’t familiar
with BarDown, it’s TSN’s
beloved digital youthful

sub-brand which, since its
inception in 2013, has developed a strong presence
in the digital sports world
and, more recently, also on
TV. Among the antics they
perform in front of cameras is roller hockey taken
to a whole new level, which
can involve a six-foot beaver on roller blades going
toe to toe with… a pony.
In 2020, helmed by
Tamakwa alum David
Krikst, the BarDown squad
rolled across Canada
sampling the best outdoor
rinks they could find. In
mid-August, David led a
group of BarDownskis to
Tamakwa to test out the
South Tea Lake facility
while filming their hockey
hijinks. Despite the heat,

they dressed up, true to
form, in their colourful
costumes morphing into
their alter-egos on roller

blades.
Especially popular on
Instagram and YouTube,
the BarDown contingent

includes Jesse Pollack,
Luca Celebre, Corwin McCallum, Emilie, DZ, Christian, Sam, Eric, and Julia,

by brendan o’reilly

all of whom have played on
outdoor rinks from Toronto
to Montreal. During their
visit to Tamakwa, one of
the very few children at
camp, who would only
identify himself as Netsua,
trembled with excitement
at the prospect of rollerblading with the BarDown
gang, his excitement only
exceeded by his amazement that I had never previously heard of BarDown
before. The humiliation!
“It’s going be huge!”
Netsua shouted, wheeling
his way toward the assembled BarDown characters,
which included a cowboy, a
beaver, a pony, and Pikachu. Most days, Tamakwa’s
outdoor rink would be
home to the Tamakwa Tuff
Beavers, but of course this
was not most days.
While Tamakwa clearly
has an excellent outdoor
roller rink, whether it is
the best outdoor facility is
a matter of some contention. Michael Budman, who
owns Tamakwa together
with his wife Diane Bald,
maintains that the best
outdoor rink in Canada is
none other than Budman
Gardens at their home in
Toronto. Fortunately, the
two rinks can both hold
the title since they’re never
open simultaneously; one
operates in the winter, the
other in the summer.
To see BarDown at
Tamakwa, visit:
bit.ly/bardownhockey2
5
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KEEPING TAMAKWANS CONNECTED:
COMING TOGETHER VIRTUALLY
Virtual programming provided some much-needed solace for Tamakwans throughout the summer.

A

dmittedly, when
you’re involved in
camp programming, you become accustomed to all kinds of
surprises – except for
what the entire world
has had to deal with
unexpectedly in 2020. It
certainly made this past
summer a lot different
from what I’d originally
anticipated.
This past summer, I
ran Tamakwa’s virtual
programming and social
media. This new role, in
addition to working on
projects in preparation
for all the fun in 2021,
kept me busy.
As part of our desire
to reach out to Tamakwans and keep everyone
connected, we produced
regular scenic, trivia and
throwback posts to keep
the Tamakwa spirit going
strong and our happy
camp memories warm
and near, all summer
long. We had arts and
crafts projects, we made
music playlists, provided
book recommendations,
and we even were able
to connect with Scott
Howes and ATN Hockey
for live lessons every
week.
I was touched by the
heartwarming messages
so many Tamakwans
sent us, saying how
much they missed camp
and being all together
on the shores. All of
the love and thanks for
our posts and messages
kept me going every day.
The submissions for the
Tamakwa archives were
especially amazing to
see. We received photos
and camp memorabilia
of all kinds from decades past in our shared
history at Tamakwa. It’s

6

this strong sense of community which carries us
on and keeps us together
when we feel far away.
We came together
this summer not only
through posts, messages and photos but also
through the power of
video and the all-magical
interweb! Putting on a
virtual Saturday Night
Live, a TamakwaPalooza, and an all-day
TamakwaStock Festival
was great fun. Luckily,
I wasn’t alone, having
the help of some of our
amazing staff members
and alumni. Ryan Storm
and Jamie Fine, in particular, were tremendous
in the time and creativity
they gave to Tamakwa’s
virtual programming
and I can’t thank them
enough! But I’ll try…
Thank you!
SNL attracted a huge
crowd and many laughing faces (no surprise
there, as it’s long been
one of camp’s favourite
evening programs). We
had so many people participating, the list is as
endless as PP&P. It just
goes to show how much
everyone needed to come
together with their camp
family for a night of fun
and plenty of schtick!
True to form, SNL
delivered great content.
From a musical Tamakwa Song opener, to
Weekend Update with
Fenkell and Fine, Camp
Guitar Guy, an Indian
Summer review with
Joeley and Rachel, and
all the top Tamakwa
gossip from TamakwaGrrrrrl2020, I’d say it was
one for the record books,
even if it was virtual.
Tamakwastock was
another favourite of mine

because of the format’s
all-day-festival vibe and,
of course, all the incredible camper performances.
The day ended with a
Zoom concert finale with
performances by Tamakwa’s own Jesse Gold and
Yoshiflower, both of whom
played special sneak peaks
of unreleased new songs.
Everyone in the virtual
crowd, myself included,
were blown away by this
surprise.
“While you, of course,
can’t replicate the magic of
camp online, we were glad
to give Tamakwans a taste
of camp with our online
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programming,” says Camp
Director Les Hartsman.
“It really seemed to strike
a chord with campers and
staff. After we did events
like Tamakwastock or
Casino Night, it was great
to see all the conversations
online between Tamakwans in different countries
and how our programming
brought people together.
In the absence of camp,

it helped fill a void, even
if all we could do was to
give Tamakwans just the
flavour, not the full show.”
I’ll admit, when I first
started coordinating these
virtual events, well… it’s
weird talking to the camera
as if it’s a room full of
people, right? I think everyone had to adjust to that.
Fortunately, I got plenty
of practice every week

through my Wednesday
talk-show of ridiculousness, The 30 Min. Bell, as
well as Taps sung by a new
guest every night.
As I sat at my computer
or wielded my phone for
each of these programs,
gazed upon a beautiful
image of Lone Pine or a
previous cabin set on my
background, I’d face the
camera and embrace any
awkward moment as a
comedic opportunity. I
found my comfort and pure
delight and excitement to
be able to wake up every
morning and get right to
work because I was working for the place I love and
the people I love.
I’ll be happy to do
that any day, any season,
virtual or in person, to
always be there for each
other. And not only could
we all still come together
for fun camp programs, but
we also were lucky to have
a small crew of staff up at
camp working hard every
day, sending us photos of
everything we can look
forward to experiencing
this coming summer.
Just like all of you,
I’m counting the minutes
until we’re reunited on the
sunny shores again, with
campers running around,
laughing and learning new
skills, the staff learning
the balance of maturity
and staying young at heart,
and everyone, regardless
of age, making everlasting friendships that keep
our tradition, history, and
community going. Until we
round the bend.
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THE TREES DIDN’T MISS OUT
ON ANYTHING THIS YEAR

Tamakwa taught many of us resilience, giving us a great gift of learning hard lessons in a safe way,
which proved more valuable than ever in 2020. by peter lipson

I

t’s a hot day. You didn’t
know you could sweat so
much. The straps of the
pack are digging into your
shoulders and your legs
are getting tired. So tired
you’re starting to trip over
tree roots in the middle of
the trail.
A deer fly starts circling your head and you
start swatting at it, knowing you’re never going to
get it. Finally, you feel a
sudden burn on your neck
– the fly won this one.
You’re about to cry but
when you tilt your head up,
you see a clearing in the
trees ahead, a big patch of
blue sky. You manage to dig
up just a little more energy
as you climb uphill toward… a marsh, with narrow log catwalks crossing it
and deep, fragrant mud on
either side.
You’ve had it. You
throw off your pack and sit
down in the middle of this
endless portage. You unclip
your water bottle and take
a sip. It’s warm and tastes
like metal.

After a minute or two
or ten, you’re not sure, you
hear laughing. You turn
your head and coming
across the marsh toward
you are two of your friends,
covered in sweat and caked
in mud up to their shorts.
They sit down next to you
and one hands you a chocolate bar!
Your friends are talking continuously, over each
other, laughing, as they tell
you how they fell off the
catwalk into the mud and
had to take a canoe paddle to dig their shoes out.
And then, at the end of the
portage, there was a family
on a trip who felt badly for
them and gave them all
chocolate bars.
When you’ve finished
the candy, one of your
friends helps you up while
the other puts the pack
back on your shoulders,
then holds it from below to
take off some of the weight
as you start to walk toward
the narrow logs that cross
the swamp.
It seems like that was

so long ago, and you’ve told
that story a million times
on FaceTime, laughing
again as the leaves fall
outside your window. The
pair of boots you were
wearing are downstairs in
your garage where they’ve
sat, still caked in mud, for
over a year.
You take out these
memories a lot, because
it’s been a long year. You
haven’t spent a summer
in the city since you were
little, and it wasn’t as bad
as you thought. It wasn’t
good, and you missed your
friends, but it passed a lot
faster than you expected.
At camp, there’s a
spot just in front of the
office, a bluff overlooking
the transportation dock,
where trippers often air out
their tents, hanging them
between the red pines. It’s
a special, often overlooked
place.
Sitting in that small
stand of trees, you can tilt
your head back to see the

blue sky peeking down
between their tops. And
when the wind is coming
off the lake, you can hear
the gentle roar of the wind
in the pine needles. That
clearing above the trees
looks a lot like the clearing
near the – hopefully – end
of a portage.
It’s been a long year,
these last nine months. I
planted three pine trees in
my backyard. They aren’t
tall, and won’t be for a long
time. Neither were the red

pines at the top of Transportation Hill when Lou
and Omer planted them.
But I know that someday
I’ll be able to sit under
them and hear the roar of
the wind in their needles
and, even if I can’t, someone will.
The trees didn’t miss
out on anything this year.
They’ve seen generations
of Tamakwans come and
go. They’ve been there for
decades and will be there
when we all return next

summer. And each year,
they’re just a bit taller, a bit
stronger, and maybe even a
bit more beautiful.
I’m not anxious to repeat this year, for so many
reasons that I don’t need to
tell you about. But fortunaely there were unexpected joys in this unusual
summer. We did a short
camping trip to Michigan’s
“thumb” and I got to watch
the sunrise over Lake
Huron with Ali. I got to
watch my oldest daughter
show my youngest the joys
of s’mores pie cooked over
a campfire. And I’ve seen
my wife and my girls show
an enormous amount of
resilience and flexibility,
finding joy in simple things
and in unexpected time
spent together.
Tamakwa taught many
of us that resilience, and
in a gentle way. We’ve been
given a great gift, that of
learning hard lessons in a
safe way.
We’ve got this. You’ve
got this. The kids are
alright.

CAPTURING THE PAST, INSPIRING THE FUTURE
In 2020, the first full year of existence for Tamakwa’s official archive, big strides were taken to broaden its scope and enrich its content

W

hen I first heard
about the tamakwaarchive.ca site,
it felt like I was being let in
on some kind of secret. Initially, I wondered if it had
existed discretely for years,
since the internet began.
This was the little-known
repository of Tamakwa’s
rich past, including the
legends of old you could
think of, from around the
fire and late at night in the
cabins telling stories. In a
way, it really is all of this!
David Stringer started
the project in 2019 at the
suggestion of Tamakwa
owner Michael Budman,
based on previous efforts to preserve tangible
elements of the camp’s
heritage.
“We had collected all
sorts of archival stuff for
Tamakwa’s 50th reunion in
1985, but it got dispersed
and scattered to various
locations,” says Stringer,
who’s known to everyone
at camp by his last name.
“The same thing happened
25 years later in 2010 for
the 75th. Bundles and
boxes of stuff were shoved
here and there and getting
covered in mouse piss. I
was also sitting on a bunch
of Stringer family stuff
related to Tamakwa.”
Clearly, Stringer was
the person best suited to
take on such a significant
project.

“I’ve done almost 20
websites, including two
large online searchable
databases,” he explains.
“After I wrote the Tamakwa archive site (it’s
hand-written, no third
party software) and started
filling it with everything I
could find, I had the chilling realization that I was
one of the last living people
who could identify most of
this stuff and make sense
of it. It gave me an added

incentive to bring some order and historical perspective to all this wonderful
material.”
Stringer had long been
collecting Tamakwa items
at camp, and along with
the many cabin photos and
plaques to cross-reference,
he set about putting them
all together in an organized
place where people could
easily access them so they
wouldn’t be forgotten.
Preparing an archive

is anything but a casual
endeavour, especially for
a camp with a colourful
85-year-old history. Fortunately for Stringer, he had
a good head start, with his
near-encyclopedic knowledge of Tamakwa’s past
and knowing where most of
the relevant material was
stored.
“I simply dug in and
started transferring films,
restoring old videos and
photos, and uploading and
tagging each item with
anything that I could,” he
says. “Stu Farber, Barry
Rosenfeld and John Fanning were my main alumni
consultants. There are still
hundreds of pictures that I
can’t use because we can’t
tag them with any searchable info.”
In working through
the material, Stringer has
learned new things about
Tamakwa and even solved
enduring mysteries.
“I just finished scraping the bottom of the video
barrel with some silent
films that I had transferred
in 1985,” he explains.
“They’re silent and boring but I’ve watched every
frame and excerpted short
sections of interest. Up to
now, I thought that Tamakwa has had seven pointers but in a 1946 movie, I
discovered there is number
8.”
Given the online ar-

chive went live in 2019
with no fanfare, few people
in the broader Tamakwa
community knew about
it. Initially, it was more
a word-of-mouth sort of
thing, a hidden treasure.
Since then, Stringer
has been diligently working
on the website, adding new
content regularly to make it
even more comprehensive.
This year, camp decided to
solicit input from alumni
and increase camper
visitors to the archive. For
my part, having looked
through the archive extensively, I can tell you that it
deftly presents a magical
story, made all the better
by the fact the story is real.
In making the archive
more widely known, we
also wanted to give Tamakwans from every generation an opportunity to help
fill in some of the gaps in
camp’s story and add their
own pieces of Tamakwa
lore to the archive to live
on forever. This year we’ve
received many amazing
submissions from alumni
dating back to the 1940s.
Cabin photos, letters,
pennants, you name it.
Collectively, all this material has added so much
to the camp archive and
official home of all things
Tamakwa. In the process,
it’s helped shine a light
on camp mysteries and
legends, our storied history

by eli winer

and the amazing people
who’ve been a part of it.
Today, the archive is a wonderful window into Tamakwa’s rich heritage, allowing
people anywhere in the
world, assuming they have
an internet connection, to
discover things they didn’t
know about camp.
Not only is the archive
highly informative but it’s
also filled with Stringer’s
sense of humour that we all
know and love. Watching
the videos hosted on the
archive had a strange effect
on me. It’s one I get when
I’m at camp where it feels
like I’ve been transported
to another time and place
where time stands still.
Yet somehow it’s a familiar
feeling: connection and
community.
This keeps Tamakwa
alive beyond the summer
seasons, and for years to
come: Honouring the past,
embracing the future. See
it all on tamakwaarchive.
ca.
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ROCKING TAMAKWA STYLE WITH PRIDE
T
New innovation takes hold at the Tamakwa Tuck Shop as it becomes the go-to source for quality gear for Tamakwans everywhere
hese are exciting times
for the Tamakwa Tuck
Shop as it becomes the
go-to source for campers,
family members and alumni to order their Tamakwa
gear online. Gone are the
days of filling out a paper
form and kids coming
home with their clothes in
their duffle bags. Now you
can browse online, check
for new items and have
your Tamakwa order delivered right to your doorstep.
And it’s no longer just for
the campers.
We know online shop-

ping is especially welcome
during this challenging
time, but for those who
prefer pickup, we kicked off
summer 2020 with a local
Toronto curbside pick-up
day. The aim was to give
some of our families the
option to get their summer Tamakwa clothing in
person (safely) and to see
Tamakwa’s new Toronto
office at 55 Wingold Ave.
We will be hosting another
curbside pickup in the near
future when conditions
allow. Stay tuned for more
information on that date.

by tara soloway

In July, Roots launched
an online capsule collection of Camp Tamakwa
gear to celebrate the company’s storied heritage
at camp. The quarter zip
hoodies (in white and park
green) were our two most
popular items, and they
sold out completely on the
first day!
What made this capsule event so satisfying is
that as most Roots customers are not Tamakwans, it
made us extra proud to see
the Tamakwa name resonating around the world.

Clearly, people love at once
the Tamakwa brand and
the strong Roots connection to camp.
In late August, we
held our first pop-up shop
in collaboration with
Frankie’s Surf Club and
Greenhouse Juice in Port
Sandfield, a community on
Lake Rosseau in Ontario’s
celebrated Muskoka region.
Frankie’s sold a select
collection of Tamakwa
Tuck Shop items in their
boutique. We heard from
multiple Tamakwa families

that passed by the shop
how excited they were to
see the venerable Tamakwa
logo hanging proud in the
window. A special thanks
to all the camp families
that took the time to come
out to our pop-up event
and for checking out this
fun collaboration.
As we move into the
spring, and look ahead to
the coming summer, stay
tuned for wonderful new
items for both adults and
kids. We will continue to
roll out new collections

that will keep you warm
and cozy in your Tamakwa
sweats, as well as other
camp inspired goods.
Please feel free to drop
us a line with any suggestions and requests to info@
tamakwatuckshop.com. We
know our community and
alumni have great ideas!
To our customers who are
paddlers, campers, voyageurs and alumni, we share
your love and appreciation
for Tamakwa. Don’t forget
to follow us on Instagram
@tamakwatuckshop.

EXTENDING THE MAGIC ON THE SHORES
OF SOUTH TEA
Those behind the varied post-camp activities at camp, known as Tamakwa Experiences, promise another wonderful season in 2021

D

ue to the tranquility
and timeless, undisturbed beauty of its
setting, Tamakwa has always had a positive, transformative effect on those
who set foot there. In 2021,
Tamakwa’s impact will be
all the more uplifting, for
both campers and visitors,
following the challenges
everyone’s endured since
last winter.
That’s why, more than
ever, we can’t wait to welcome people to the sunny
shores of South Tea Lake
to help them celebrate
milestone life events,
teach children about the
outdoors and show off the
natural appeal of Tamakwa to the world.
When the last bus
pulls away from the camp
parking lot in August,
the cabins get swept
and spruced up, and we
prepare for the second
part of our season where
Tamakwa changes into a
playground for campers of
all ages, hosting a range of
“Experiences” from weddings to school groups to
retreats and more.
Tamakwa Experiences
specializes in authentic,
10

rustic summer camp inspired events on the shores
of South Tea Lake. Groups
can explore the beauty of
Algonquin Park and share
in this special place, making incredible memories
and unplugging from the
busyness of modern life.
Weddings at Tamakwa
are especially beautiful. Just imagine couples
saying their “I dos” on the
Slope surrounded by their
closest friends and family. The Dining Hall gets
transformed into a festive
reception hall and wedding groups dance and celebrate among the plaques
and camp regalia.
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Tamakwa is also a very
special venue for corporate and wellness retreats,
giving adults a chance to
go back to camp and enjoy
all the fun it has to offer.
Before this past season
was put on hold due to the
pandemic, we had a host
of amazing groups on the
calendar. They ranged
from a women’s entrepreneurial retreat filled with
speakers, wellness sessions and breakout groups,
to a comedy writing retreat
and a smaller company
getaway.
Regardless of who
they are, we love bringing adults to Tamakwa

as it’s such a fun way to
share the camp experience. For many adults,

the idea of disconnecting
from one’s technologydominated normal reality
and immersing oneself in
boundless nature is such a
healthy part of recharging
one’s batteries.
Lastly, our school
groups have been enjoying the crisp fall beauty of
Tamakwa in September in
recent years. Tamakwa is
an ideal place for school
groups to take part in
outdoor education (in a
conducive natural setting),
learn about the history of
Algonquin Park and, most
importantly, discover the
time-honoured core values

by tara soloway

of Tamakwa, including
leaving the campsite better
than you found it, paddling
in unison and the importance of fresh air and open
minds.
Like the camp that
hosts it, Tamakwa Experiences provides all those
who take part in one of its
programs lasting memories to feed the heart and
soul. We look forward
to continuing the tradition in 2021, celebrating
your milestone life events,
teaching children about
the outdoors, and showing
off the beauty of Tamakwa
Experiences to the world.
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TAMAKWA CIVILIZATION ON VIEW
A

To better understand life as first set forth by Unca Lou, the Tamakwa Museum, including additions from Summer 2020, provides a deep dive
mid a summer’s
flotsam and jetsam
at camp, certain
items stand out in helping
define the year, even one as
abnormal as we’ve just experienced. True to the now
storied annual tradition,
the Tamakwa Museum’s
senior management confer
on what to add to the permanent collection.
Rightfully, they’re
always on the lookout for
things that shed light on
Tamakwa civilization as
lived each summer on the
shores of South Tea Lake.
They’re committed to making such artefacts available
for viewing by all anthropological students in good
standing.
After decades of accumulating literally tons of
material and contending
with limited storage space,
discussions continue about

finding larger premises.
For now, curators are doing their best to maximize
the museum’s current
exhibition facility in its
underground shelter on
Adventure Island. With social distancing and maskwearing protocols in effect,
they’re offering tours every
day except Good Friday
and Schlect Tuesday.
Here’s what’s been
added in recent months
and is now on view at
the museum under tight
security:
1. A Tamakwagram
2. Guests for Taps on Instagram Live
3. A bottle of hand sanitizer
4. Every streaming service
subscription
5. Red Cap, White Cap, Yellow Cap, Green Cap?
6. Tamakwa GIFs
7. A cedar Slope

8. Virtual Tamakwapalooza,
SNL, and Tamakwastock
9. A Tamakwa holiday show
10. A virtual hug from Camp
Tamakwa
11. Camp visits at a distance
12. Mini-bike
13. TSN Bardown
14. Camp Radio relaunch
15. Office floors
16. Multi-coloured picnic
tables
17. Massey’s new paint job
18. Baby face
19. Tamakwa Movie Night
Under the Stars
20. Mural restoration
21. Eighteen bins of trash
22. Another bottle of hand
sanitizer
23. One red shingle, one
darker red shingle
24. Girls Camp’s new old
colour
25. Dreams of camp and
canoe trips
26. Countdown to Summer
2021

NOTES FROM THE NORTH: WHEN
MEMORIES ARE SOUVENIRS THAT PERSIST
Being in the wilderness allows you to think more deeply but these last ten months have slowed down the tug of the world,
giving us time for greater reflection by don standfield

T

he fall season is
always a busy time
when I try to do many
things before Mother Nature covers Algonquin Park
in her beautiful white blanket. Lecko and I usually
go on a canoe trip at the
end of November, with two
friends with whom we’ve
paddled for more than 40
years, before the lakes have
slipped into ice.
During this cold time
of year, we take a prospector canvas travel-tent big
enough to sleep six people
and heated with a lightweight tin wood stove.
But, as you know, there
is a pesky virus floating
around the world – similar to a mosquito that you
can’t see in the dark – and
we all agreed that it would
be safer to postpone our
rendezvous until things
got better. So, the two of us
decided to spend a few days
on our own in a canvas
tent tucked underneath the
hemlocks.
New Moon Reflections, Algonquin Park. Painting by Jane Gray.
We had a quick paddle
time to make for home.
and portage to a hidden
ing tea with honey from
This summer, I was
site on an interior lake and banged-up, tin mugs. Being
spent the days wandering
in the wilderness naturally fortunate to have been
working at Tamakwa
through the surrounding
allows us to think more
for six months. We had
forest to other lakes and
deeply but these last ten
a small, seasoned crew
streams. The coloured
months have really slowed
that accomplished many
leaves had faded and fallen down the tug of the world,
different things. I spent
onto the forest floor. The
giving all of us time to
every day in the Algonquin
geese flew in huge Vreflect on our individual
shaped formations and the lives, past and present. The forest clearing out old trees
and under-brush to allow
skies were heavy with dark smell of bannock baking
sunshine and cool sumclouds that would soon be
filled the tent and we lisfilled with snow.
tened to the jagged winds
mer breezes back into the
We sat cross-legged
from the faraway north
screened windows of all the
in front of the little rusty
bring in the colder temper- cabins. This type of work
atures. On the fourth day,
stove and talked about
enabled me to sit quietly
the snow began and ’twas
many things while drinkon the pine needles when

us better understand the
necessity of silence where
we can quietly contemplate
the importance of friends
and family, living our best
life, and the miracle of a
small beating heart inside
a chickadee sitting on your
shoulder. It’s a celebration
of the truth that life is so
much better when shared.
That friendship is the point
of being human.
When reflecting on my
life, I often return to the
inspirational music and
songwriting of an enlightened vision during the 70s.
Fifty years ago seems like
a long lost campfire but the
lyrics of those songs are
still burning bright and
relevant today. Who knew
that those peace-loving
hippies had found many
answers into the future.
Ask your parents or grandparents about the music.
Encourage them to uncover
some of those souvenirs
and share them with you.
I needed a rest. I ate my
lunches with the chipmunks and red squirrels
and listened to the chickadees who often landed on
my shoulders and head and
chirped to me about their
feathered adventures.
It was indeed a time
of reflection. A time to
remember the windswept
past. Memories are made
from years and years and
years of living. They’re
about good times, laughter,
regrets, lost love, forgiveness, old friends and the

recognition of time passing.
John Prine, an incredible singer/songwriter from
the 1970s who passed away
last spring, called these
memories “souvenirs”
and that’s exactly what
they are. These times of
reflection in the wilderness, at summer camp,
or during a lockdown due
to a virus, keep us from
having these souvenirs
fade away. It allows a time
of peace away from our
busy social lives and lets
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CHECKING IN WITH THE TEAM
ON LOCATION, AT THE SOURCE

How a small group of men and women experienced an unprecedented summer at Tamakwa and
what they think its impact will be on camp interviews by robert sarner

I

n 2020, two dozen
adults had the unusual
experience of spending
the summer at Tamakwa
with no campers present.
Their mandate was to take
advantage of camp not
being in session to greatly
improve its physical state.
What they achieved is
highly significant, both in
terms of what meets the
eye and what doesn’t.
To gain the perspective
of the select few at camp
this year, South Tea Echo
Editor Robert Sarner went
to Tamakwa for a few days
during which he interviewed most of the 2020
team, (who are presented
below alphabetically,
according to their first
names).

St. Thomas, Ontario. “It’s
really been great to learn
these kind of things. I was
able to spend a lot more
time in the woodshop,
doing more construction
kind of work. In my previous summer at camp two
years ago, I did a little bit
but it was mostly cleaning up the garbage and all
that but this time I’ve done
construction type of work
which has been nice. I’ve
learned a lot.”

BRENDAN O’REILLY

AARON JUCK

Unlike almost everybody
else at Tamakwa this summer, Aaron was there long
before even the notion of
camp being canceled was
on the radar. He arrived in
February, initially staying on the landing side
of South Tea Lake. From
late spring into November,
he worked primarily on
transportation and maintenance.
“I’ve learned a lot about
myself actually this summer, doing more physical
labour stuff and learning
how to fix different things
I haven’t done before,” says
Arron, who spends the offseason in his hometown of
14

In terms of a personal
project, Aaron gave a new
look to Tamakwa’s venerable Massey Ferguson (MF)
tractor for which he has
a special affinity. Parked
at the landing since camp
acquired its successor – a
bright orange Kubota – in
2019, the MF tractor, which
dates back to 1974, was
showing its age.
“I don’t know why but
I love that tractor,” says
Aaron. “It’s my favourite.
As it was old and rusty, I
felt it was time to refinish and repaint it to make
it look better. I redid the
red and blue and the rims
are black. Oh, man, is it
nice now. I’m pretty happy
about that.”

Aaron Juck
The opportunity
presented by the summer
wasn’t lost on Aaron.
“The absence of campers was of course unfortunate,” he says. “But on the
positive, it allowed us to do
things we couldn’t before,
like jobs that required a
lot more work and maintenance that can’t be done
when the kids are here.
It was a lot easier to get
certain projects done this
summer, like making camp
look nice and changing a
few things we were wanting to change for a while.”

Much like everyone else,
Brendan’s summer unfolded differently than
originally planned. Instead
of being Program Coordinator, it was “a little of this,
a little bit of that, mostly in
maintenance.”
Despite the change, it
proved a satisfying experience.
“It was an interesting
situation,” says Brendan,
for whom it was his fifth
summer at Tamakwa.
“There was so much work
to do but we had the right
team of people to get it
done. It hasn’t been easy
but I think everyone has
enjoyed themselves. It’s
been a summer of immense

change that you can see
by walking around camp
but also behind the scenes
Jamie and Hartsy really
examined everything, not
just the things you can see
but the things you can’t see
and what needs updating.”
For Brendan, who arrived at camp in mid-May
and stayed until the late
fall, spending the summer
with a tiny group in the
same place was smoother
than some people might
expect.
“When it’s all said and
done, everybody here loves
and respects each other,”
says Brendan, who lives
in Toronto. “That goes a
long way. It certainly was
no more challenging than

ent sense of time,” he says.
“Likewise not having bells.
It’s my first season here
where we haven’t used the
bell as a marker of time.
It’s made me appreciate
more how the ringing of
the bell gives a bit of structure in the day.”

Brendan O’Reilly
the average work environment.”
In addition to missing
the presence of campers,
Brendan also felt other
aspects by their absence.
“Not having the kids
and their contagious energy here created a differ-

CALVIN WONG

In his first summer at
Tamakwa, Calvin, 34, performed primarily janitorial duties along with light
renovation work. He arrived at the end of May and
worked until early October.
Originally from Toronto,
his only previous camp experience was at a city day
camp many years ago
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she quickly became a member of the family. It’s like
working with your brother
and sister and uncles. A lot
of them have done work we
never thought of having
them do. Like our previous
drama director installed
a toilet the other day,
perfectly. And our night
watchman has been laying
flooring beautifully. In a
way, it involves the same
attributes as a camp talent
show. You’re welcome to get
up and show your talent,
good or bad, and everyone appreciates that you
tried. And that just carried
through here with people
who, in the normal camp
life, don’t physically work
on maintenance.”
camp in time for breakfast.
In the months leading
up to coming up to Tamakwa, Calvin undertook a
variety of jobs in Toronto
– a sheet metal worker at
a factory, a bike mechanic
and leading cycling guide
tours.

Calvin Wong
“As this was the first
time I’ve lived in such an
enclosed space with the
same people for a long
time, it’s been a new expe-

rience for me,” says Calvin,
who previously spent some
time Algonquin Park. “Being part of a tiny, closed
community has been really interesting, certainly
unique. You could say it’s
almost like a commune.
The biggest challenge
is separating your work
life from extracurricular
activities. Everybody at
camp this summer is very
unique, each with his or
her own personality, but
together they work well
together as a team.”
An avid cyclist, Calvin
woke up early on most
mornings and crossed the
lake so he could go on a
bike ride. He usually cycled
eastward toward Whitney
and would go as far as he
could before having to head
back so he could return to

DAVID STRINGER

Given his 68-year history
at Tamakwa, always surrounded by campers, David
felt their absence this summer more than anybody
else, even if he didn’t want
to fully admit it.

“The reason the summer hasn’t been negative
so far is because I’m still
in Pre-Camp in my head
because we’ve been doing
a lot of stuff we would
normally do in Pre-Camp,”
said David in late August.
“I’m still expecting the
kids to arrive. Only I think
my head now is expecting
they’re just coming in 10

David Stringer

months instead of 10 days.”
David was in awe at
how much more he and the
rest of the team accomplished than in a normal
Pre-Camp.
“Metaphorically speaking, instead of quickly
slapping a coat of paint on
something, we scraped it
down to bare and started
over,” he explains. “There
were 15 large garbage bins
of stuff taken out of camp.
We’ve rebuilt things. Everything I touch, including
the radio station, has been
re-built from the ground
up. All our PA systems

FRIEDA EMMERSON

Each person working at
Tamakwa this summer
played an important role
but Frieda had an added
responsibility serving as
the nurse for the entire
team. Based in the clinic,
a good day was when no
one required her intervention, which was most of the
time. Much to the satisfaction of Frieda and everyone else, during her stay
at camp from May until
mid-September, there were
no major medical issues.
That’s not to say she wasn’t
active.
“In the beginning, we
had a lot of COVID procedures and manuals we had
to write and to go through
for health and safety,”
says Frieda. “Once we got
through all the COVID
stuff, I worked on inven-

tory and projects relating
to next year. But as fortunately there were so few
medical issues requiring
any nursing, I was glad to
help in other ways, such as
with the painting.”

Frieda Emmerson
The spirit of the team
greatly appealed to her.
“As time went on, I
found everyone just got
closer and closer,” explains
Frieda. “I found that everybody worked really well
together. There was something really nice about how
super creative people were
in doing their work. I liked
the positive approach in
trying to bring out creativity in everything.”
“I think it’s really
positive. I find everyone
at camp is super creative.
Like Kara with Arts and
Crafts, that was super
impressive. So even that,
she makes it so that other
people want to help and
be equally creative and it’s
never like shutting people
down, it’s always positive
and bringing out the creativity in everything.”
As it was Frieda’s first
summer at Tamakwa, she
enjoyed discovering what

for her was an entirely new
environment.
“I was amazed in
learning about the camp’s
rich heritage and all the
family roots here,” she
says. “It was so interesting
hearing about the history
and seeing all the plaques
from past years and people’s names in the Dining
Hall. What also surprised
me is that I came to camp
expecting it was going to be
a one-time experience and
it didn’t take long before
I started feeling I want to
come back next summer.”
Following camp,
Frieda, who’s a registered
practical nurse, began her
final year of studies at Ryerson University in Toronto
to become a registered
nurse.

HERC PAPADOPOULOS

Given his role, Herc has an
interesting perspective on
Tamakwa. This summer,
for the fourth year in a row,
he was the chief painter of
camp buildings, many of
which he says had not been
painted in 25 years. In previous summers, he would
come to camp in the late
spring for nearly two weeks
but this year in the absence
of campers, he arrived in
early August and was able
to stay much longer than
in the past.
As a result, Herc got a lot
more work done. With
fellow painter, Ted, they
painted the floors and
exteriors of 15 girls cabins,
using 50 gallons of paint in
the process.
Continued on next page

around camp are getting
fresh components and new
wiring.”
Collectively, the work
has been transformative.
“It’s been a major
infrastructure re-set,” says
David, who arguably knows
the Tamakwa landscape
better than anyone else on
staff. “Cabins are straightened and renovated, the
Slope is brand new, so
many roofing issues have
been solved in the correct
way, so it’s a nice reset of
the physical plant.”
It was only possible
because of the dedication
of the team at camp.
“They’ve worked
extremely well together,”
adds David. “They’re all
family. I think there was
only one person who had
never been here before and
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“There’s no question, it
was definitely easier for us
because there were no kids
around,” says Herc. “We
don’t have to worry where
we leave everything when
we take a break. We also
had a longer stay so we got
more accomplished and because we came up later in
the summer, there was no
bother from the mosquitoes. It didn’t feel like we
spent a month at camp.”

Herc Papadopoulos
Herc marvels at how
his assignment at Tamakwa compares on the human
level to working in Toronto
where he lives after having
immigrated to Canada
from Greece.
“If you don’t live this
thing, you can’t imagine
just how wonderful it is,”
he says enthusiastically.
“Everybody is nice to each
other. You don’t have to
think that someone else is
here. No one bothers you.
They help you. That’s how
to deal with my neighbours. You need something, they’re glad to help
It’s something people see in
their dream.”
He’s equally effusive
about Tamakwa’s natural
environment.
“The one thing I have
to compare camp with is
the city,” says Herc. “Toronto is a big city and while
it’s not nice to say negative
things, pollution is pollution. And whenever I’m up
at camp, I always feel my
energy go up. I’m almost
100% sure that the environment, the oxygen and
all these things make you
healthier. I couldn’t work
this hard in the city.”
16
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JAMIE KUDLATS

Having traveled to camp
from the United States
in early August, Jamie
and his wife Ari and their
young son Toby first had
to be in a 14-day quarantine upon arrival before
they could join the rest
of the group. But it was
worth the inconvenience
as Jamie gained so much
from spending five weeks
at camp.
“Coming here as one
of the new directors, one
of the big positives that
Les and I experienced was
getting more time to get
our feet wet, to figure out
how things function,” says
Jamie, who was appointed
Assistant Director last fall.
“Had this been a normal
summer, we would’ve come
up in May, learning how
this place functions on a
really deep, intricate level
with a very fast, looming
deadline approaching of
when the staff would be
arriving followed by the
campers. So that learning curve would’ve been
very steep. And to use the
parlance of our time, that
curve has now been flattened a little bit because
of this COVID situation,
allowing us more time to
become really familiar with
how camp operates.”

Jamie Kudlats
He was impressed by
how the summer team responded to the situation.
“Given the circumstances, the isolation, the
lack of kids, one might
have expected this to be
much more of a melancholy
or tense environment,”
says Jamie. “Remember
that most of the people
here come to this place

for the kids. So not having kids here this summer
is rough on all of us. But
it’s clear that everybody
feels incredibly blessed to
be able to be up here, and
to be able to put in that
extra time and energy to
get camp ready for kids
and to really blow people
away next year when they
show up. I love the sense
of camaraderie you feel.
Everybody is just so lovely,
so pleasant, and happy to
be with one another.”
Collectively, their impact has been immense.
“In my mind, this
group of people has kept
Tamakwa’s heart beating,” says Jamie, who first
came as a camper in 1985.
“They’ve kept the heart and
soul of this place alive. At
the same time though, the
campers and counselors
who are out there who
didn’t get an opportunity
to come up this summer, they’ve kept it alive
through social media and
through maintaining their
own connections.”

JOEY SIFEN

Of everybody at Tamakwa
this summer, Joey arguably
experienced the biggest
change to his normal reality at camp. In his previous
years, during which he
served as the night watchman, his waking hours
were mostly nocturnal.
This year, his schedule was
turned upside down, as he
worked during the day.
“Camp was completely
different for me this summer because I was awake
during the day,” says Joey,
who arrived at camp in
mid-June and remained
there until early October.
“For most people, that
would be a normal summer
but I’ve never been around
during the day at all. So
I didn’t even know what
Tamakwa was like during
the day. I think I like it better at night, I’m not going
to lie. I just like everything
better at night. It’s my
favourite time to be. Plus, I
missed the stars.”
Joey played a central
role in numerous projects,

most notably the demolition of the old Slope for
which he used a sledgehammer and a crowbar
before the structure
was rebuilt. He was also
involved in the refurbishment of the Half-Courts
and in trail maintenance
and enhancement.
Together all the work
that was done puts Tamakwa in a much better place.
“The lasting impact of
what we accomplished this
summer is that we did so
many things that needed
to be done,” says Joey,
who first began working
at Tamakwa in 2018. “It’s
as if we caught up and
now we’re even ahead of
schedule with many of the
physical aspects of camp.
So, moving forward we can
just fix things one at a time
as they show up, rather
than having a backlog.”

Joey Sifen
When asked what’s the
biggest lesson he learned
during the summer at
camp, he doesn’t hesitate
for a second.
“It’s how lucky I am
to have camp,” says Joey,
who’s a musician and filmmaker in Toronto in the
off-season. “I can’t imagine
a place I’d rather be than
right here. The world is
crazy and Tamakwa is
safe and family. It’s like
a golden place and I’m so
fortunate to be here and to
have the friendships and
relationships with people
at camp.”

JULIE GREENSPOON

Up at camp since early
March, Julie and her husband Les Hartsman and
their son Austen arrived
just after the World Health

Organization declared the
coronavirus situation a
pandemic. Initially, they
were the only ones staying at camp each night,
living in Vic’s cabin. In
early April, they moved to
their cottage in Muskoka
before returning to camp
in mid-May. Pre-pandemic,
Julie and Austen were not
expecting to be up at camp
for the summer.

Julie Greenspoon
“Although it’s a gift and
a privilege to be at camp,
I wish I wasn’t here as
that would’ve meant camp
was camp and coronavirus was not an issue, and
the summer was as it was
supposed to be,” says Julie,
who helped organize things
in several areas at camp. “I
feel exceptionally fortunate to have been able to
be here, to do my regular
job from here, to have my
day where I can kind of go
to my ‘office’, which is just
a table in my cabin, do my
work and then at the end
of the day, jump in the lake
or go for a paddleboard.
I tapped into my innerMartha Stewart and picked
up all sorts of crafty hobbiesthings and learned how
to use power tools and all
sorts of stuff, so it’s been a
very educational summer
for me.”
The prevailing atmosphere at camp made an
impact on Julie.
“I was impressed with
everyone’s ability to really
make lemonade from the
lemons,” she says. “Everyone who was at camp was
so committed and loves
this place. When they were
told they could go home for
a weekend in August, most
were like, ‘Do we have to?
We want to stay at camp.’”

Julie feels that although the group at camp
this summer was relatively
small in number, they
made a lasting impact on
Tamakwa.
“There’s been so much
care and pride put into all
the work that was done,”
she says. “People seem
really happy that the camp
is trying to be its best,
taking the time to do what
people may think are small
details, things that can
seem very small but are
making a massive impact.
When visitors come in for
the first time, it’s awesome
to see their expressions
because they’re shocked at
what kind of work has been
going on here and as time
has gone by, people have
been taking more and more
pride of ownership in what
they’re doing.”
Julie likens the effect
to an urban example.
“It just puts a fresh,
new perspective on everything,” she says. “It’s like
the subway principle in
New York when people put
graffiti on the subway cars
and then if the city didn’t
clean them up, there would
be more graffiti. But once
they started cleaning up,
no one wanted to put graffiti on the clean subway cars.
I feel like that’s coming
into effect here, where people will take substantially
more care of camp when
they see it’s been cared for,
and cleaned up and that
love, care and thought have
gone into each one of these
things. I think it will really
change people’s perspective
on how they interact with
camp.”

KARA TESSIER

Having spent her previous years at Tamakwa as
a ropes specialist and a
tripper, like for the rest of
the group, this summer
proved a new experience
for Kara. She arrived in
mid-May and stayed until
early October.
Such is her attachment to camp that even
after learning the season
had been canceled, she
still wanted to be back at
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Kara Tessier
Tamakwa.
“I feel like this is my
place,” says Kara. “This
is where I need to be.
Throughout the year, I’m
often out of the country
but this is like my home in
Canada.”
Like everyone else, she
lamented the absence of
campers but took solace
from the positive results.
“With the kids not
being here, nature has
definitely come back into
camp,” says Kara. “There’s
definitively more nature.
You see wild flowers and
other things that aren’t
there in normal summers as they make a claim
back on the paths. Maybe
it was a change that was
supposed to happen or
something that we needed
to happen. COVID is obviously such a negative thing
but because of it, we’re able
to make Tamakwa a better
place for campers and the
future.”
Kara was part of the
maintenance crew but her
work remodeling the Arts
& Crafts space became
almost a personal project.
Most noticeable was the
result of her restoration of
the mural that was created
for the filming of Indian
Summer in 1992. Thanks
to her meticulous retouching work, she made it
re-emerge with its former
glory.
“There was a great
spirit in the group which
helped make the summer
so special,” says Kara. “It
was like family. We all
had a role to play during
work and we were there for
each other. It’s also a good
feeling to know that due to
what we’ve accomplished,
we’re giving the kids something to come back to that’s
better than they left it.”
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and high hopes for camp
this summer and then the
pandemic changed everything. Like all Tamakwans,
he was disappointed but
determined to make the
best of a challenging situation.
“This summer allowed
me to take the time to really see what goes on under
the hood at Tamakwa. Vic
Norris told me it’s the first
time in history that someone’s been able to take this
amount of time to really
understand the infrastructure of camp. So that’s

Les Hartsman
been a great thing.”
The summer offered
other benefits for Tamakwa.
“It’s just been great to
see the people who are here
enjoying themselves taking
the time to make camp
great for 2021,” says Les.
“There have been so many
great projects, like the
Slope, the office, Arts and

Crafts, Staff Rec, just to
name a few, and obviously
the pièce de résistance, the
Tee Pee Hill cabins.”
The attitude and spirit
of the group were critical to
the success of the summer.
“True to Tamakwa’s
core values, everyone made
the best of everything,”
says Les. “Overcoming adversity I think was the biggest thing for this group.
Everyone’s been positive
and getting along so well.
We have all felt lucky to
have Michael and Diane
lead us in their ownership,
and we’re lucky that everybody in the group were able
to work because there are
so many people who can’t
work right now. It’s not
easy knowing there are so
many people in the outside
world feeling the way they
are but we thought about
the kids and what they’re
going to want to see and
how they’re going to feel
when they come back to
camp in 2021.”
Despite the disappointment about camp being
canceled, the summer was
still meaningful for Les.
“It had been 12 years
since I had been gone from
Tamakwa,” he says. “So
being back here, back in
Algonquin Park has felt
so good. Just like an old
T-shirt for me. The most
difficult thing of course is
that unfortunately the kids
couldn’t be at camp but we
have such great plans for
2021 and so much excite-

ment about welcoming everybody back next summer.”

LIBBY SADICK VON
NEUMANN

Given the enormous mutual love between Libby and
campers and her highly
personable way of interacting with them, it was
particularly challenging
for her to be at Tamakwa
without campers.

Libby Sadick
Von Neumann
“It was very heartbreaking,” says Libby, who
has spent every summer
since 1973 on the sunny
shores. “I don’t like this
place without children or
groups or something going
on. I would have to say this
was my worst summer on
record due to no children
being at camp.”
Libby, who has long
been a key member of
camp’s maintenance squad
in the offseason, found
herself for the first time
spending a summer doing
maintenance. Among her

most notable projects were
sanding and refinishing the
office floors and painting
the putt-putts black and
white as part of the Tamakwa fleet.
The greatest legacy of
the summer, according to
Libby, is the new, improved
Slope.
“It’s really something
that it got re-made top to
bottom and in cedar wood
no less,” she says with
great appreciation. “You
can even smell it due to the
cedar. And let’s remember
the first thing you basically
see when you round the
bend, besides Lone Pine,
is the Slope. It’s such an
iconic part of camp.
Libby paid tribute to
the small team and what
they achieved.
“The group was wonderful,” she says. “Working
in a small group over an
extended period isn’t always easy but the team we
had this summer was great
and took pride in their
work. I also liked that we
let them have their ideas
come through and put
them into action. Like Kara
taking over the Art and
Crafts room and doing all
the goodness she did there
and letting her have a bit
of artistic license also with
the stage doors. Or Aaron
painting the old tractor,
making it look like a really
cool, beautiful new tractor.
It’s been an amazing crew
and they’ve done a ton of
work.”

Matthew Kershaw
MATTHEW KERSHAW

Having spent the two
previous summers working
at Tamakwa, this summer
stood out for Sous-Chef
Matthew in marked contrast to his earlier experience at camp.
“Besides the most
obvious difference of there
being no campers, it was a
lot different in the kitchen,”
says Matthew, who arrived
in mid-May and left on October 5. “It was a lot more
relaxed but still on edge
because of COVID and
everyone making sure we
were following the protocols to keep everyone safe.
There was an even greater
focus on cleanliness, realizing how much more stuff
we touch and trying not to
touch as many things.”
In recent years, the
kitchen staff consisted of
14 people. This summer,
with far less people to feed,
it was only a 2- to 3-person
Continued on next page

LES HARTSMAN

As Tamakwa’s new Camp
Director, Les had big plans
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team that used the different conditions to explore
new possibilities.
“This summer has allowed us to do a lot more
specialty dishes, salads and
a lot of different seasonings,” says Matthew, who’s
from Brantford, Ontario.
“We’ve tried out a lot more
dishes that could potentially come next summer.
For me, I’ve enjoyed baking
a lot more this summer,
making apple fritters,
brownies and cookies.”
For Matthew, the biggest challenge wasn’t in the
kitchen but rather when he
had time off from work.
“On days off, not being
able to go into the city was
challenging,” he adds. “As
a result, I went fishing a
lot more on my days off. In
previous summers, I would
normally go into the city,
just to cleanse my mind
and everything.”
Despite the added
pressures, he prefers the
presence of the normal
Tamakwa population.
“I enjoy when the kids
are here because it feels
more like camp,” says Matthew, who in the off-season
works as a chef, snow
plough driver, sub-contractor, and in landscaping and
paving. “For the past seven
summers, I’ve worked at
camp. I started at Taylor
Statten Camp on Canoe
Lake and I’ve been at
camps ever since. I always
enjoy camp life. That’s why
I don’t go to work sites,
cooking jobs or places like
the oil fields or anything
like that. I like camp.”

PHIL COWLEY

In a normal summer at
Tamakwa, Phil has more
on his plate – pardon the
pun – than other staff.
As the person ultimately
responsible for the feeding of 450 hungry campers and staff three times a
day, seven days a week in
a busy, noisy Dining Hall,
he’s not afraid of challenges. This summer he faced a
different kind.
“As our main food
supplier, GFS, only deals
in large volumes of food,
in some ways it was more
difficult preparing meals
for the 20 or 25 people here
this summer than when we
must feed an entire camp,”
says Phil, who began work18
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ing at Tamakwa in 2018.
“The biggest challenge was
managing the amounts of
food I could get in to accommodate the number of
people here. Some things
you want to order but you
have to get a minimum of
100 pounds and for many
things we couldn’t use that
much.”

Phil Cowley
Not that the team
was complaining as Phil
ensured they were well
fed, including new dishes,
despite the limitations he
had to contend with. He
geared the menu more
toward adults as they were
very few kids at camp,
serving Indian food, curries, brazed meats and
other dishes, like brisket,
which he could make for 25
people, but not for 450.
While things were
much quieter and less pressured for Phil, he missed
both the camaraderie of
having a full team in the
kitchen and the energy
and excitement that come
from having the campers
around.
Although Tamakwa
was in its own largely isolated bubble, Phil still had
to make adjustments.
“Cleaning and sanitizing are always important
in our work,” says Phil,
who lives in Bracebridge,
Ontario in the off-season.
“But now it’s even more of
a priority. Moving forward, we’ll take things we
learned this year and carry
this heightened emphasis through to next year,
especially when we have
kids here.”
As for changes in the
kitchen and the menu next
summer, Phil is already
planning.
“So much depends on
where we’re at with the
COVID recovery,” says Phil.
“If there’s any possibility of
COVID infection, we can’t
have a salad bar because
we can’t have people han-

dling other things. And the
way we have the tables set
up now, all the kids share
trays of food and pass
them around family-style. I
think our biggest challenge
next year will be how we
serve this many people in
a short period of time with
enhanced restrictions.”
Phil was already attentive to this side of food
operations as he previously
worked as a chef on one of
the major American cruise
lines, all of which are subject to US public health inspections. For all sea-going
vessels, that inspection is
far stricter than Canadian
health regulations.
“It was a good experience becoming accustomed
to the cleaning and sanitizing procedures we had
on the ship,” says Phil. “It
proved helpful with what
we had to go through this
summer and as we prepare
for how we operate next
year.”

RYAN STORM

Grateful for the opportunity to be at camp when most
people couldn’t, Ryan arrived from Toronto in early
August to spend a month
as babysitter for Toby, the
son of Jamie Kudlats
and his wife Ari. He also
helped on occasion with
Hartsy’s son, Austen, and
Morgan and Hayden, Phil
Cowley’s kids.
“It’s just amazing to
be up camp,” says Ryan
who spent the previous 11
summers at Tamakwa as a

Ryan Storm and Austen
camper and staff member.
“Any time spent up here is
a gift.
By the time Ryan
arrived at camp, many
changes were evident from
work done earlier in the
summer which impressed
him.
“The new Slope and
the Tee Pee Hill cabins
are gorgeous,” says Ryan,

who’s from Toronto and
turned 20 in the fall. “I
also like the little, minor
things at different activities, like the new Arts and
Crafts sign. We’re working
on a couple of things for
the kayak dock which will
be awesome. These little
things will end up having a
big impact on the broader
camp.”
Although his stay at
camp was shorter than
it was for most of the
other people, it still proved
meaningful for him.
“It’s nice being here
instead of in the city, especially during these crazy
times,” says Ryan. “But I
definitely miss my friends
and pretty much the whole
Tamakwa family being
here. I’m not used to camp
being so empty and quiet.
There are usually 500

people here, most of them
being children who are
anything but quiet.”

STEPHANIE JUDD

Despite having spent 16
previous years at Tamakwa, this summer taught
Stephanie new things
about camp.
“I really learned just
how much work goes into
everything,” she says. “I
saw what’s involved with
all the stuff that happens
behind the scenes that all
of us take for granted. I’ve
learned about building
buildings and doing roofs,
and just all the time and
effort that go into every
structure. I always kind of
knew but when you’re here
actually doing it, it really
opens your eyes.”
It gave her an added

Stephanie Judd
appreciation and respect
for what happens at camp
before campers and most
staff arrive at the beginning of the summer.
“Like the other day,
somebody stripped down
Main Camp fireplace and
painted it,” says Stephanie.
“The docks get done every
year. Everything gets done
and yet it happens before
everybody gets here, and
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devastated if I missed my
Senior summer.”

VANESSA BAIN

so if you don’t put in the
effort, you don’t realize
that somebody painted that
bench you’re sitting on.
Someone took the time and
put in the effort to make it
look nice.”
One of Stephanie’s major projects this summer
was repairing and painting dozens of windows,
which involved removing
each one to sand and paint
before doing the repointing and putting putty back
in and then putting the
window back in place.
For all of her physical
labour, Stephanie is equally
proud of her non-physical
work.
“We’ve spent a lot of
time going over safety
documents, I call them
SOPs (Standard Operating Procedures) or SJPs
(Standard Job Procedures)
basically for everything,”
she explains. “So with
safety in mind, we’ve had
this summer to sit down
and say, ‘How can we make
this safer, how can we
make sure everyone knows
where everything is and
how to follow everything?’
In one sense, it’s been nice
we’ve been able to go back

This past summer was
Vanessa’s first as a member
of Tamakwa’s full-time
staff. After being a camper
in the early 1980s and then
later sending her children
to camp, she joined the
administrative team last
December as Business
Manager.
“We made the best of a
bad situation and we’ve absolutely made camp shine,”
says Vanessa. “We’ve taken
advantage of unexpected
circumstances to have the
opportunity to do things
we normally wouldn’t have
the time to do. It’s been like
a big dusting off and sort of
a re-start for camp. We’re
taking it as a re-start. So
we’re all setting up again
to start all-over, hopefully
better than ever.”
The conditions proved
ideal for the mission at
hand.

and go over all the safety
equipment, go through all
the fire equipment. For
example, you know there
are instructions on how
to start that pump and we
showed everybody how to
start it and then I made
the instructions, laminated
them and stuck them on.”
Stephanie felt badly

to be at camp when most
Tamakwans didn’t have the
same opportunity.
“I didn’t want other
people to know I’m at
camp because I’d be very
sad to not be here and to
know there are people up
at camp,” she explains.
“So I was very sensitive
about that and that’s why

I didn’t post anything on
social media. I know it’d
be horrible to be at home,
thinking ‘why are some
people up there and I’m
not?’ That was one of my
concerns. I feel especially
sad for senior campers,
CITs and first-year staff
because those are three big
milestones. I would’ve been

“It’s been an absolutely
idyllic summer for what we
had to do, “says Vanessa.
“It’s been quiet and beautiful, and the weather’s been
perfect and we’ve had a
lot of time to do the huge
amount of work on our
plate. It’s been a wonderful
summer but it’s of course
too bad the kids weren’t

here. I miss their cheering, laughter and running
around.”
Vanessa paid tribute to
the overall atmosphere at

Vanessa Bain
camp this summer.
“We are a very small
group and we really are
a team,” she says. “We’ve
been trying to get everything done as best as we
can as a team. Everyone
has been working really
hard. The spirt has been
‘go team go, get it done,
better for next year!’ I can’t
wait for next summer.”
As for what the kids
will notice when they
return to camp, she’s not
so sure.
“I don’t know if most
of the kids will even notice
much of the work we’ve
done this summer,” says
Vanesa. “I think they’ll just
be so happy to be back at
Tamakwa. They may notice
a few differences, such as
the new Slope, and maybe
the cabins. They’ll see that
camp looks great but I
don’t think they’re going to
notice that there are new
roofs and that all the back
cupboards were cleaned
out, and that everything is
ready to roll. I think they’ll
notice that things maybe
run more efficiently.”
Indeed, Vanessa insists
some of the most important work was done behind
the scenes.
“We also used summer
to streamline all sorts of
protocols and things that
go on in the background,”
she adds. “The objective
was to be better organized
and make things easier for
the counselors and campers, better, safer, faster.”
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FROM SOUTH TEA LAKE TO THE RED PLANET
Greatly influenced by his time at Tamakwa, Joey Sifen’s Man on Mars multi-media project is taking on a life of its own

S

ince its inception,
Tamakwa has proven
fertile ground for
creativity in a wide range
of activities by both campers and staff, inspired by
their surroundings. Each
summer generates a fresh
output of original, artistic
initiatives, some which remain at camp, others taken
home for a wider audience.
Joey Sifen, the camp’s
nightwatchman since 2018,
directly attributes his
major opus, Man on Mars,
to his time on the sunny
shores, including this past
summer. Initially a book
published in early 2019
that Joey wrote and his
mother illustrated, Man on
Mars is now a multi-platform project, whose next
film, Man on Mars: Lost
in Time, will be released
on YouTube this coming
spring.
“Tamakwa has been
a huge influence on me
personally both as an
inspiration for my creative pursuits and as a place
where I feel at home and
comfortable to work,” says
Joey, who lives in Toronto.
“It was from staring at the
stars and constellations at
night that the idea for the
Man on Mars first originat-

ed. I also like to think that
the scenery and energy of
Tamakwa are alive in the
Man on Mars.”
Several years ago,
while working as a teacher,
Joey wrote four children’s
books, the last of which
was Man on Mars. As his
mother is an excellent illustrator, working under the
name Goldylox, he asked
her to do the drawings
for the books. It became
the first endeavour of the
family enterprise that his
parents named Seaweed’s
Oasis.

While Joey is the driving force behind Man on
Mars, it’s a family effort
which took form last winter
when he, his parents and
brother had extra time on
their hands when they were
largely confined to home
together because of COVID
lockdown restrictions.
At the time, his mother
was making puppets, his
brother was focusing on his
photography and Joey was
recording a collection of
his songs.
Soon Joey took on the
director’s role, reworked

THE BEST OF TAMAKWA
FROM COVER TO COVER

The South Tea Echo presents Tamakwa like you won’t find it
anywhere else. Since 2002, it has been capturing the best of
Tamakwa life through an engaging mix of words and photos.
Highly informative and entertaining, each issue showcases the
summer’s greatest moments as seen by campers and staff.

Find every issue of the South Tea Echo at www.tamakwa.com.
Click on “Alumni,” go to “Archive.”
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his songs for Man on Mars
and created The Dippers
Band out of characters in
an illustration from the
Man on Mars book. They
quickly came to life in the
form of puppets made by
his mother. Then, they
transformed the kitchen
countertop into an interactive puppet stage made
from whatever they could
find during the lockdown.
Once the filming
began, everyone had new
jobs. They all became puppet operators. After his
brother would press record
on the camera, he would
run back and pick up his
puppet, ready to perform.
Joey’s father also became
involved, running puppets
and creating special effects
as well as producing the
venture. Soon, his sister
and her fiancé also got into
the act, taking on a role
in the short film, Man on
Mars, Under the Stars, and
helping with lighting and
photography.
“Personally, I couldn’t
dream of a better team to
work with than my family,” says Joey. “We all love
and understand each other
so well. They’ve all been
invaluable to the creation.”
He’s extremely upbeat

by robert sarner

about the project’s growth
potential.
“Man on Mars is still
relatively new in the creative space, though it has
a growing fan base on the
internet and among almost
everyone who has experienced the show,” says Joey.
“We’re currently exploring
different ways to create
more merchandise for our
fans. Many people have
asked us for everything
from wall art to apparel,
and most of all, Man on
Mars plushies. That way,

everyone can have their
favourite Dippers Band
members with them while
they watch.”
You can find Man on
Mars on Instagram (@
manonmars_thedippersband), on Facebook
(The Man on Mars and
the Dippers), on YouTube
(Seaweeds Oasis) and on
Amazon (Man on Mars
by Joey Sifen). For more
information, go to www.
seaweedsoasis.com where
you can discover other
work by Joey.
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DEJA VU?

Seen any of these people before? One of them has been a central figure at Tamakwa for many decades

N

othing like a timehonoured group photo
to trigger distant memories of former Tamakwans,
some more fondly remembered than others. Indeed,

who are they? Can you
name any of them? Perhaps
you’re actually one of them.
Here’s a hint: these two
pictures date back to 1956
on the left and 1962 on the

right, both of which feature
Tamakwa Associate Director David Stringer. Recognize him?
Help us identify the
other campers and staffers
in these vintage photos for
the next issue of the South
Tea Echo. We want names.
We’d especially like
to hear from anyone who
recognizes himself in these
two distinguished groups.
If you appear in the photos,
please share your recollections about your fellow
cabin mates and other
Tamakwans along with
any related anecdotes from
those distant summers.
Please send your responses to echo@tamakwa.
com.

YOU KNOW… JUST A NORMAL FIRST YEAR AS DIRECTORS. NO BIG DEAL.
Continued from Page 2

time to find a way to make
some lemonade out of these
lemons.
A huge opportunity
laid at our feet. We didn’t
necessarily want this opportunity, but we made the
best of a terrible situation.
Very little can be done at
camp between November
and April. Few buildings
in camp have heat. Only a
couple can have running
water when the temperatures dip below freezing.
The lake can be impassable for weeks and the
weather can be merciless.
This usually only leaves a
couple of months a year for
significant maintenance

projects. Within weeks of
camp being able to open
in the spring, people start
arriving to prepare for the
summer ahead. After the
fall groups depart, only
a few weeks remain to
move the docks, close up
the cabins, pull the boats
from the water and bundle
up for the winter. But this
year, for the first time since
World War II, camp would
essentially be empty from
June through September.
We gathered a small
crew to hunker down on
site and began tackling
huge projects that we
might not have been able to
work on in any other year.
While Jamie remained in

North Carolina, Les began
orchestrating the new 2020
work camp crew, getting
a crash course on camp’s
inner workings. After the
border restrictions eased
slightly for family members
of Canadian citizens, Jamie
and his family joined the
crew in July.

Yes, it was great to be
at camp, although there
wasn’t a day that went by
that we didn’t recognize
the privilege of being where
so many others couldn’t.
We learned so much,
thanks to some of the most
incredible Tamakwans:
Ric and Libby, Don Standfield, Mike Cunnington,
Stringer and Vic and Sue
(by phone). Our work crew
was tireless. New roofs,
refinished floors, renovated
cabins, replaced windows,
fresh paint on almost every
building and a beautiful
new cedar Slope, along
with many other projects
and special memories,
defined our first summer as

camp directors. To say that
we – and camp – are ready
to welcome everyone back
in a few months would be
the understatement of the
year.
While we knew this all
along, over the past year
and a half, we experienced
firsthand how welcoming,
understanding, compassionate and truly special
the Tamakwa community is. As we returned to
camp in our new roles and
quickly faced some pretty
big challenges, Tamakwa’s
year-round team rallied
to sustain us and each
other. Parents voiced their
support and campers and
staff waited as patiently as

they could for the day they
could return to the shores
of Tea Lake.
The love we’ve felt
from the Tamakwa family
has been powerful and we
can’t wait to get everyone
back to camp to give them
the times of their lives.
We’ve often said that
[insert year here] will be
one for the record books.
Sure, 2020 is going to be
a featured chapter in that
book, but 2021 will rewrite the standards. After
the year we’ve all had,
Tamakwa 2021 will truly
be one for the ages.
We truly can’t wait to
see you all soon!
Leslie and Jamie

THE MOST AWAITED SUMMER

Campers STELLA KRELSTEIN and CHAZ FRANK give their perspective on the Tamakwa experience and why they can’t wait to return to camp

A

s I’m excited for many
things this summer, the
thing I’m most excited for
is the sense of community.
Camp Tamakwa has the
best community I’ve ever
seen, whether you are with
your cabin or not. There
is always someone with
a smile on their face and
someone to put a smile on
yours.
To me, camp means
being with the commu-

take the first jump off the
tower, eat the first dinner
with my cabin, sail at the
sail docks, bead bracelets
at Art Decko and, most of
all, round the bend for the
most awaited summer yet.
- Stella Krelstein
nity, having fun with your
friends, laughing, dancing,
singing… you name it. I’m
excited and can’t wait to

M

y favourite day at
camp is every day at
camp because every day is
different, and every day is
incredible. I love waking up

in the mornings for a canoe
cookout, my canoe splitting
the lake, ripples and small

waves carrying themselves
below the morning mist.
On a windy day, I love to
hang out with my friends at
one of the various activities
happening around camp,
or go windsurfing, which,
I admit, I’m not as good at
compared to canoeing.
On days when I just
want to relax, I like to take
a book with me to the middle of the lake on a paddleboard and chill in the

WORDS OF APPRECIATION AT CAMP
While at camp as member of the 2020 work team, Tamakwa’s nightwatchman
let his poetic juices flow on the occasion of Rosh Hashanah poem by joey sifen
When time comes to test
I try to give thanks
So I’ll write here a while
On South Tea’s best banks.

I give thanks for evenings
And thanks for the morn’
I give thanks for the trails
And thanks for the thorns.

I give thanks for hard work
And thanks for the bugs
I give thanks for a fire
With steaming hot mugs.

I give thanks for the colours
And thanks for the trees
I give thanks for the critters
All hidden in leaves.

I give thanks for the shelter
And thanks for the skies
I give thanks for good friends
With love in their eyes.

I give thanks for the good times
And thanks for the pain
I give thanks for the different
And thanks for the same.
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For all I am grateful
And on top, even more
I give thanks for Tamakwa
On this sunny shore.

sun. I love the camp nights,
hanging out with friends
or getting involved in one
of the evening programs
which are always a blast.
The best thing to do at
Tamakwa, though, is getting involved in its culture,
traditions and activities.
My days there are always
a blast and never fails to
keep me with a smile on
my face.
– Chaz Frank
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WORD SEARCH
Good morning! Time to wake up and go to _________________________ everyone!
(noun)
Hey, who was supposed to set the _________________________ today?
(noun)
Hello? Hmm, that’s _________________________ … I guess everyone already went
(adjective)
down to the _______________________ . Oh No! I’m late for _______________________!
(place)
(same as 1st noun)
And it’s _________________!! And I was supposed to set the _____________________!!
(food)
(same as 2nd noun)
I jump up out of my _________________, put on my Tamakwa _________________
(noun)
(type of clothing)
and run down _______________________ Hill.
(adjective or noun)
I passed the ______________________, the ______________________, and even saw
(place in camp)
(thing in camp)
_______________________
(person from camp)

_______________________ by the _______________________.
(verb ending in “ing”)
(place in camp)

I finally made it to the ____________________, and boy, was I ____________________!
(same as 1st place)
(adjective)
I _______________________ open the doors and there everyone was!
(past tense verb)
My cabin mates were smiling and laughing, and called me over to join.
I sat down and we all talked about the day ahead, made jokes, and ate
_______________________ together as friends.
(same food as before)
Thanks Camp Tamakwa for bringing us together for amazing summers on the
_______________________ shores of South Tea _______________________ .
(adjective)
(form/body of water)

First Piece of Art
in the Refurbished
Art Room

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU.
SEND US YOUR WORDS AND PHOTOS
For the next issue of The South Tea Echo, we seek submissions from campers, staff and alumni.
Email us at echo@tamakwa.com
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